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COVID-19 had a significant impact in the first weeks of 2020. Shortly after the 
spread to Northern Italy, Spain encountered the highest daily death rate from 
COVID-19. Naval Hospital Rota (NHR), a small community Hospital located in south-
ern Spain, mirrored the Spanish government policies but also adhered to DoD, CDC, 
and other organizations' guidance. NHR's forward-deployed status meant the facili-
ty was weeks ahead of the challenges encountered in the United States, making 
planning and preparations difficult and required innovation to adapt and overcome.   

 Define fundamental complex challenges as a small military hospital overseas in 
the country with a high COVID daily death rate.  

 Discuss how logistical, testing, screening, and force health protection measures 
were deployed successfully  

 Identify barriers and mission impacting limitations to mental health resources 
during at sea deployments. 

In mid-February, NHR anticipated telework needs, including issuing over 45 CAC-

enabled laptops. Recruiting expertise, NHR brought epidemiologists from NEPMU-7 

into daily communication, limited hospital entrances and exits, originally utilizing a 

CBRNE tent for a screening area (pictured below) and eventually leveraging local 

Seabees to obtain a rigid shelter with lighting and climate control. Initial testing for 

COVID-19 relied upon a host nation lab 2 hours away and required staff to hand-

carry samples. Ultimately, NHR was the first MTF to initiate BIOFIRE PCR testing in 

the region, and provided testing guidance and supplies to Italian MTFs. Although 

NHR is not equipped nor staffed for ICU patients, a contingency ICU was created 

(pictured right), resulted in the ability to maintain up to 3 ICU patients for a limited 

time. With only two pre-existing isolation rooms, NHR developed an additional 14 

negative pressure rooms servicing multiple areas within the hospital. Supporting 

operational forces, NHR deployed an ICU equivalent team within 12 hours to Dji-

bouti (picture, lower right) in support of a critically ill and vented COVID-19 patient. 

Behavioral Health anticipated an increased need for services related to isolation and 

anxiety and not only treated increased numbers of patients but also proactively 

messaged weekly coping strategies via AFN radio.  Finally, proactive engagement 

with Navy leadership on base and regionally as well as host nation public health 

experts was continuous for effective communication and preparatory execution. 

Even with healthcare services gapped for 3 months, NHR had no adverse patient 

outcomes. Furthermore, NHR has 0 evidence for COVID-19 transmission and 100% 

force health protection success.  

NHR prepared and deployed a deliberate 

six-week de-escalation, reconstituting 

hospital services in the “New Normal”. In 

summary, NHR as an OCONUS island in 

the Spanish COVID-19 storm prepared 

and executed with panache.  

 

 

 


